MEMORANDUM

DATE: September 16, 2014

TO: Clean Power Plan for Existing Power Plants; Docket Id: OAR–2013-0602

FROM: Ray Saracino, EPA Region 9

SUBJECT: September 11, 2014 Meeting with Nevada Stakeholders Regarding Proposed Clean Power Plan for Existing Power Plants

SUMMARY

A meeting was held between EPA and the attendees listed below on September 11, 2014 to discuss the proposed Clean Power Plan for Existing Power Plants. The Clean Power Plan for Existing Power Plants was proposed on June 2, 2014 and published in the Federal Register on June 18, 2014.

ATTENDEES

External Stakeholders
Dave Emme, Nevada Department of Environmental Protection (NDEP)
Jasmine Mehta, NDEP
John Candelaria, Nevada Public Utilities Commission (NPUC)
John Davis, NPUC
Starla Lacey, NV Energy
Dennis Layborn Newmont Energy
John Felliger, Newmont Energy

EPA
Brian Fisher, EPA OAP
Jeremy Mark, EPA OAP
Gabrielle Stevens, EPA OAP
Amy Zimpfer, EPA R9
Ben Machol, EPA R9
Ray Saracino, EPA R9

Attachment